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FROM THE DIRECTOR’S DESK
Welcome to the Summer edition of our newsletter.
It’s my pleasure to share with you the southern hemisphere Summer edition of our newsletter.
This is an exciting year for us, as we continue to expand our global reach.
Inside this edition, we look at a recently completed project in our own backyard at Brenco Surface
Engineering. We also interview one of our own, as we recognise our most important point of differentiation
- our people. Finally, we learn a little more about the FANUC M710 series robot, and what it has to offer, as
well as benefits of automation to the composites industry.
Wherever you are in the world, we look forward to keeping you updated on the latest advancements in
automation and servicing your needs, now and into the future.
Pat Green, Director

THE BENEFITS OF ROBOT
AUTOMATION IN THE
COMPOSITE INDUSTRY
The compounding impact of increasing
environmental regulations, rising material
costs, and pressure to innovate are driving
boat, swimming pool, and shower stall
manufacturers to turn to robotic solutions for
fibreglass and gel coat applications within
the composite sector. The gains in product
quality and reliability, material savings and
wastage, labour savings, improved cycle
times, increased employee safety and
reduced emissions cannot be ignored.
Product quality and reliability: In a world
where social media has made the voice of the
customer far more public, warranty returns
and defective materials that elude quality
assurance practices and make it into the
field can be very damaging to the reputation
of manufacturers. Further to this is the cost
and time associated with rework within the
manufacturing process. If the application
is applied too thick, the surface becomes
susceptible to cracking - too thin and the
gelcoat won’t cure correctly, resulting
in durability and appearance concerns.
A robotic solution provides a repeatable
outcome that can improve these product

quality and performance issues through
improved consistency and uniformity.
Material savings and wastage: Reducing
waste at the point source of origin is the
key to material savings. Robots and their
dispensing systems are very accurate,
with precise trigger timing and constantly
repeatable motion dramatically reducing
variance in the amount of resin or fibreglass
used. A robotic application pattern
reduces overspray and the possibility of
building unnecessary film over the same
area multiple times, leading to material
optimisation and a reduction in material
waste. Closed loop material delivery systems
can be included in a robotic solution to
monitor and provide consistent fibre chop
application, adjusting the amount of fibre
material delivered in line with minor changes
in the manufacturing environment.
Shorter cycle times: A robot can repeat
difficult ergonomic tasks with speed and
accuracy. Normally, the robot is limited by
the application speed, which best practice
may dictate as 600 to 800 mm/s, however
the robot is able to transition between trigger

ON and OFF points at much greater speeds.
Because fan patterns can be varied, it is
typical that a robotic cycle time will be less
than compared with manual operation, and
the film is typically more consistent. A robotic
solution is often able to operate across
multiple shifts, amortising the value of the
equipment and the factory when competing
on a global platform for manufacturing
economies of scale.
Increased employee safety and the
environment: Removing manual operators
from potentially hazardous fumes in a
resin or fibre chop application can support
improvements in workplace safety. Robots
can be designed to operate in Class 1
Division 1 environments, meaning potentially
hazardous tasks can be completed in a far
safer manner, reducing the exposure of
employees in a manufacturing facility to
potentially hazardous environments.
The environmental, financial and quality
benefits of introducing robotic automation
to the composite industry cannot be
overlooked, as manufacturers continue to
strive to compete on a global platform.

BRENCO SURFACE ENGINEERING VICTORIA
Located in Victoria, Brenco Surface Engineering is a global provider
of surface coating and engineering processes. Their Aerospace
division provides sustainment for defence and commercial aircraft
operations including coatings for engine, undercarriage and
structural components, produces solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) coatings
for power generation. Their Surface Engineering divisions deliver
the same engineering and coating expertise to the mining and
mineral processing, drilling and exploration and oil & gas and general
processing industry.

The need for automation
Until this year, blasting procedures at Brenco were performed
manually, requiring operators to be inside of a blast facility wearing
full body protection year-round. This is an arduous task, especially
during the warmer months. Brenco looked to Automated Solutions
Australia for an automated blasting solution that removes manual
operators from the harsh environment, as well as increasing their
manufacturing throughput. Under the automation plan, the operators
were to be redeployed within other areas of their facility.

Robot model determination
Through close consultation with the customer and a Needs Analysis,
ASA was able to determine that the most suitable robot for this
application was IP67 rated M20iB/25 FANUC robot (2 of). This style of
robot was ideal, as they have no flat surfaces for grit to accumulate
on, eliminates concerns of grit building up which may result in long
term problems with grit seeping into the joints.
After initially designing the cell to fit within an existing brick blastroom at Brenco, a change in approach meant the cell was designed
within a shipping container. This design allowed the relocatable blast
chamber to be converted into an automated shot blasting cell. To
support this change in use, reinforcing was added to the sub floor, as
well as rubber panels along the length of the walls. Utilities were also
added in the form of lighting, cabling, interlocks and all other things
required to make the cell safe.
The robot cell utilises an Allen-Bradley Programmable Logic Controller
(PLC) to provide communications between the cell I/O, the robots and
the Human Machine Interface (HMI) panel. A Safety PLC was used to
control and monitor the safety devices within the cell including door
interlocks, emergency stops, and the robot emergency stop circuitry.
The cell controller consists of a HMI screen to display robot and
field I/O status, along with required start-up parameters and timing
information about the previous blast cycle. This allows the operator
to control the process with ease and to troubleshoot problems in the
event they occur.
The robots are programmed in a way which allows the operators to
have maximum flexibility and control over all the blasting parameters.

“Dealing with ASA was a very easy
and comfortable process...I was always
confident in a successful outcome.”

They can adjust the speed of the robot during the blasting, the
amount of overlap between each stroke, the angle at which the
blasting occurs, the target distance to the parts, and the height
and width of the fixture by simply entering their preferred process
parameters.

Benefits to the customer
The end result is that Brenco has seen an increased throughput in
processing parts, and in the process gained adaptability in the cell to
program in new fixture sizes for different blasting applications with
limited internal robot expertise labour required to blast products while
freeing workers up to add value in other parts of the process. Workers
have also been removed from the noisy, and often uncomfortable,
blasting environment. Heath Browne from Brenco commented,
“Dealing with ASA was a very easy and comfortable process. From the
various site visits to understand our requirement and processes, to
the simulation and modelling to ensure the concept would deliver in
terms of productivity and efficiency and the equipment selections I
was always confident in a successful outcome. Several months since
the commissioning of the blasting cell I am happy to say that our
expectations have been exceeded and our output and overall quality
of product has increased dramatically.”

1800 ROBOTS (1800 762 687) for 24 hours a day robot support
Did you know Automated Solutions Australia has a 24 hour a day robot support number
for our customers to call in the event of a breakdown?
The number is 1800 ROBOTS
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In this Edition of Axis, we feature Ben Illman, our
Melbourne based Controls and Process Engineer.
Ben studied for four years at Adelaide’s Flinders University,
undertaking a Bachelor of Engineering (Robotics) and graduating
with Honours, where his focus of studies was on control system
design and software. In his final year, Ben entered an Autonomous
Robotics competition with three other students - designing, building
and programming an autonomous robot to compete against other
universities from around Australia.
Ben graduated from Flinders and commenced his robotics career with
ASA as a Process and Installation Engineer working out of the Adelaide
office in various installations in Canada, Mexico and China. In mid2017, there became a need for a second Controls Systems Design
and Programming role with our Melbourne team, so Ben relocated
to our Yarraville office, where he can apply a large amount of his
University studies to the Australian based projects.
Ben recalls his first day on the job as one he wouldn’t have
anticipated – on his very first day, he boarded a plane to Detroit,
bound for FANUC America Corporation’s Rochester Hills headquarters
to undergo some training in their world class facility. Ben had never
travelled overseas before, so he recalls his first day as a mixture of
incredible nerves and excitement. His training quickly evolved into
him becoming an integral part of paint process projects in China and
Canada, along with travelling to numerous Australian job sites.

Annual Robot Servicing
Has your Robot had its Annual Service? Call ASA to book.
Just like a car needs regular servicing, so does your robots.
Your robots work hard for your business, sometimes operating
24 hours a day for long periods, so annual servicing of your
robots will ensure your FANUC robots remain in optimal
condition. Greasing, battery replacements, checking for
excessive wear and measuring back lash ensure motion
repeatability, as well as continuing to provide you with a great
consistent outcome for your manufacturing processes. Annual
servicing helps maintain a high level of Mean Time Between
Failures (MTBF), as well as potentially forecasting issues that
may be developing.

What has been your favourite robot to work with?
‘I don’t really have a favourite robot yet, however I enjoy the challenge
of working with handling robots more so than others, as the programs
can be quite complex, but also quite simple depending on the
application. There’s something therapeutic about watching the robot
go about its business once all the programming is done.’

Most interesting project?
‘The most interesting project that I have worked on would be my first
China project. Having never been on a large project before, it was
quite daunting. However, I managed to pick things up really quickly
and made some great relationships with the plant personnel and my
fellow employees.’

Best part of your job?
‘I made the move to Melbourne to get more involved with the general
industry handling robots and PLC programming, which has been really
rewarding. The most enjoyable part of my job is being involved with
all aspects of a project - planning how the cell will work, designing an
electrical system around this plan, installing the electrical system to
the design intent, and then programming the robot.’
My favourite part of a project is the initial start-up phase where I get
exposure to all the planning, designing and programming working
together. It’s really satisfying.’

FANUC M710iC ROBOT SERIES
FANUC’s M710 series robot is one of ASA’s
preferred choice of robot to install when moving
medium payloads (payload range: 12 to 70kgs).
The small footprint, slim wrist and versatile configuration of the
M710iC robot series (floor, ceiling or angle mounted) means it is the
perfect choice when floor space is scarce, equipment congestion is
an issue and when dexterity is required in favour of brute strength.
The photo below shows a current project of ASA’s in Melbourne where
an M710iC/20L robot is tightly located on a rail system in between
8 machines. This robot has been installed to support machine
tending for all 8 machines with 4 machines located on either side
of the rail system.

With 3100 mm of robot reach, the M710iC/20L robot is also ideal for
reaching multiple machines for multi-operation processes, where the
robot transfers parts from infeed, through Op#1, Op#2, Op#3, and
then out to the outfeed. The high level of repeatability and precision
combined with the small wrist configuration of this robot means it is
ideal for handling small to medium sized parts into chucks, collets,
magnet tables, suction tables and things of the like.
As is common place with the Fanuc range of robots, the M710iC is
very fast and repeatable, making them a great choice to partner with
manufacturing processes that involve quick cycle times and around
the clock machine tending.
The M710iC series of robots comes in standard, medium and long
reach versions of both the standard and heavy payload options at
each reach. The standard reach of 2050 mm offers payload options
of 50 and 70 kg. The medium variety with a reach of 2600 mm offers
payload options of 20 and 45 kg, while the long reach variety with a
massive reach of 3100 mm offers payload options of 12 and 20kg.
To round out the M710iC range is a short reach 5-axis option and an
integrated rail option used for overhead machine tending, with these
various configurations, the M710iC range of robots really does cover a
broad spectrum of mid-sized robot applications when considering the
reach and payload.
Intelligent Robot Options

In this circumstance, a concept of shared work space was engineered
to ensure machines remain accessible to operators during production.
When the machine access is granted to the operator, the robot will
not enter the machine and the light curtain at the top of the guarding
detects if a person puts their hand into the robot area. When robot
access is granted, the operator is locked out and the robot reaches
through the light curtain into the machine.
This image shows the long reach arm of the Fanuc M710iC/20L
reaching through the light curtain into the shared zone tend to
the machine.

To maximise the capabilities of your M710iC robots, Fanuc provides a
suite of Intelligent Robot options that integrate seamlessly with the
robot. An example of this is the integrated Force Torque sensor option
that ASA are commissioning for the customer. ASA are using the
sensor to measure absolute location of a part, then to autogenerate
a tracking profile of the part to monitor the load of a deburring tool,
while contouring the part to remove moulding flash.

Integrated Robotic vision options include, but are not limited to,
2D Vision, 3D laser vision and 3D area scanner. These intelligent
options are connected to the robot controller and the resultant image
processing and positional calculations are completed by the robot
controller, meaning the process is handled rapidly and in accordance
to the robots’ frame of reference without additional, 3rd party
hardware, PC’s or vision processors that require complex integration
with the robot.
All Intelligent Robot options are fully integrated to the robot controller
and factory fitted with cables routed through the robot body. These
are all Fanuc products with all setting, schedules, results and
visualisation through the robot pendant, not 3rd party products that
are subsequently integrated with the robot.

1800 ROBOTS (1800 762 687)
for 24 hours a day robot support
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